Changes in children’s television and computer time according to parental education, parental income and ethnicity: A 6-year longitudinal EYHS study
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Abstract

Objectives
To investigate changes in children’s television and computer time according to three socio-economic status (SES) indicators.

Design
Prospective cohort study.

Methods
Data were drawn from the European Youth Heart Study and included longitudinal data collected in 1997 and 2003 in Denmark. Television and computer time were self-reported by children. Parental education, income and ethnicity were parent-reported. Baseline data were available for 549 children (47.0% boys, 9.6 years). Generalized linear mixed models analyzed whether changes in television and computer time from baseline to follow-up differed according to the SES-indicators.

Result
TV viewing time increased with 25% over time (ExpB = 1.25, 95% CI = 1.04–1.50). At both time points, children with two higher educated parents viewed 25% less hours of television than children with no higher educated parents (ExpB = 0.75, 95% CI = 0.60–0.94) and one
higher educated parent (ExpB = 0.75, 95%CI = 0.59–0.97). Among children with no higher educated parents the odds of being in a higher category of computer time increased with 80% over time (OR = 1.80, 95% CI = 1.24–2.60). Among children with two higher educated parents the odds of being in a higher category of computer time decreased with 45% over time (OR = 0.55, 95% CI = 0.32–0.94). The association with ethnicity showed that white children had 42% lower odds (OR = 0.58; 95% CI = 0.34–1.00) of being in a higher category of computer time than non-white children. No significant associations were found for parental income.

Conclusions

The most important SES measure of screen-based behaviors in children was parental education. Ethnicity was only associated with computer time. Financial resources were less relevant for changes in television viewing and computer use.

Background

Sedentary behavior is the collective name of a cluster of activities that are done while sitting or lying down, and which are characterized by a low energy expenditure (≤1.5 metabolic equivalents) [1]. Although more evidence exists for an association between sedentary behavior and health indicators in adults [2–5], the body of evidence in children has grown during the last years and showed an adverse association between sedentary behavior in children and adolescents and obesity, blood pressure, total cholesterol, self-esteem, social behavior problems, physical fitness and academic achievement [2, 6]. Sedentary behavior is already highly prevalent in youth, especially screen time behavior [7], for which the most recent Canadian screen time guidelines state to limit screen time behavior to a maximum of two hours per day in children and youth [8]. In addition, the American Academy of Pediatrics also recommended to limit screen time to two hours per day in 2001 and 2011, but they recently changed their recommendations—due to screens and social media being ubiquitous—into the encouragement of parents to develop a family media use plan which is specific for each family and each family member [9]. Higher screen time in children has been associated with health indicators such as unfavorable body composition, higher clustered cardio metabolic risk scores, unfavorable behavioral conduct/prosocial behavior and lower self-esteem [10]. Recent studies showed low compliance with screen time guidelines [11, 12]. The study of Hardy et al. (2017) showed that only 18% of 5- to 16-year old Australian children complied with the screen time guidelines [11]. In addition, a study with 9- to 11-year-old children comparing compliance with screen time guidelines across ten different countries showed an overall compliance of 39.3% [12]. This necessitates the development of effective interventions aiming to decrease screen time in this age group. Moreover, establishing healthy behaviors early in life might lead to sustained habits later on and in adulthood.

To inform the development of these interventions, it is important to identify specific at-risk groups with regard to sedentary behavior. In this respect, the relationship between socio-economic status (SES) and sedentary behavior has already been investigated in several studies [13–21]. Research often suggests an inverse relationship between SES and sedentary behavior [13, 14, 22, 23], which means that a higher SES is associated with less screen time. This relationship may be more complex as different indicators of SES have different associations with
sedentary behavior [15]. For example, within low-middle-income countries sedentary behavior more strongly associates with income than with parental education [15]. Another study found that children from parents with a higher educational level and from less deprived areas showed more objectively measured sedentary time, although living in a household with a private garden was associated with less sedentary time [16]. In addition, the association with SES can vary between different sedentary behavior domains [15]. A lower SES, based on a composite score including household income, area deprivation and social class, was associated with more television (TV) time, but with less total sedentary time and other sitting activities during leisure time in English children and adolescents [17]. On the contrary, a higher household income was associated with more TV viewing, but with less computer use among 12- to 17-year-old US adolescents [18]. This complex association between different SES-indicators such as parental education and income and different sedentary behaviors such as TV viewing and computer use, has not been investigated longitudinally. In addition, there are other social categories such as race and ethnicity that are related to SES-indicators which could make the association with sedentary behaviors even more complex. For example, ethnic minorities generally have lower educational and income levels and live in more deprived neighborhoods [24]. It could thus be interesting to investigate the association with child ethnicity as well. Understanding which SES-indicator is most strongly associated with screen time in children could heighten comparability across studies, and could inform future studies targeting screen time in children and families from lower and higher SES as intervention strategies might differ.

Therefore, the aim of the current study was to investigate changes in TV and computer time according to three different SES measures (parental education, parental income and child ethnicity) in a 6-year longitudinal study among Danish children aged nine years at baseline. This period represents the transition from childhood to adolescence which has been associated with an increase in screen time [19], and recent studies showed low compliance rates with screen time guidelines in this age group [11, 12]. Because of the inconsistent associations between SES-indicators and screen time observed in previous studies, we were not able to postulate specific hypotheses about these differences according to SES-indicators [15–18].

**Methods**

This secondary data analysis was conducted within the DEDIPAC (DEterminants of DIet and Physical ACTivity) study, which aimed to improve the understanding of the determinants of dietary, physical activity and SBs [25]. To investigate appropriate datasets to answer the research question, we used the DEDIPAC compendium, which is a systematic inventory of 114 available European datasets (unpublished data). The only dataset that could answer our research question were the data from the European Youth Heart Study (EYHS). The aim of EYHS was “to establish the nature, strength and interactions between personal, environmental and lifestyle influences on cardiovascular disease risk factors in European children” [26]. The EYHS was designed as a cross-sectional survey of children conducted in four countries: Denmark, Estonia, Norway, and Portugal [26]. In a second phase of the study, six-year follow-up data were collected, incorporating repeated measurements of the included children. As described in the protocol paper of Riddoch et al. (2005), a sampling frame of schools was compiled with the use of official lists. Schools were then stratified by sociodemographic characteristics. A minimum of 20 schools were randomly selected by using probability proportional to school size. With use of random number tables, nine-year-old children were then sampled within the different schools using the school register [26]. The present study only used the longitudinal data collected in 1997 and 2003 in 25 Danish schools which included 590 and 383
children, respectively at baseline and follow-up. Written informed consent was obtained from a parent or guardian, and the study procedures were explained verbally to all the children. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the local research ethics committee (Research Ethics Committee of the Region of Southern Denmark—Odense University Hospital).

All child-specific variables were child-reported in a child questionnaire, and all parent-related variables were parent-reported in a parental questionnaire. Response rate at baseline was 98% [26].

**Weekday TV time**

Children were asked how many hours/day they watch TV before and after school. For hours/day watching TV before school, response categories were ‘none’, ‘less than 1 hour’, ‘1–2 hours’, and ‘more than 2 hours’. For hours/day watching TV after school, response categories were ‘none’, ‘less than 1 hour’, ‘1–2 hours’, ‘2–3 hours’, and ‘more than 3 hours’. Variables were recoded into a quantitative variable (average minutes/day) using the midpoint method (e.g., ‘1–2 hours’ = 90 minutes, ‘2–3 hours’ = 150 minutes, ‘more than 3 hours’ = 210 minutes), and were subsequently summed to obtain daily TV time.

**Average daily computer time**

Children were asked how many hours/day (whole day, including week and weekend days) they spent playing games or using a computer. Response categories were ‘none’, ‘less than 1 hour’, ‘1–2 hours’, and ‘more than 2 hours’. At baseline, no participants reported computer times higher than 2 hours resulting in only three different responses.

To obtain a variable representing compliance with screen time guidelines [8], we created a continuous variable for average daily computer time using the midpoint method, which was then summed with the variable daily TV time. The obtained variable represented overall daily screen time and was dichotomized into not exceeding the guidelines (≤ two hours/day, coded 0) and exceeding the guidelines (> two hours/day, coded 1).

**Ethnicity**

Parents reported ethnicity, which was assessed by using five response categories (‘White’, ‘Black’, ‘Pakistan/Indian’, ‘other Asian countries’, and ‘other countries’) and were recoded into two categories, namely ‘White’ and ‘other’.

**Parental education level**

Mother’s and father’s educational level were assessed at baseline. Response categories were on an 11-point scale (‘primary school (1)’, ‘secondary school (2)’, ‘EFG basic (3)’ (i.e., basic vocational education), ‘semi-skilled worker (4)’, ‘EFG 2. Part (5)’ (i.e., 2nd part of basic vocational education), ‘apprentice (6)’, ‘under education (7)’, ‘basic exam (8)’, ‘short further education (9)’, ‘medium further education (10)’, and ‘long further education (11)’) and were recoded into ‘lower education’ (categories 1–8) and ‘higher education’ (categories 9–11). These two variables (one for the mother and one for the father) were then combined, so a new variable was created with three categories; both parents have a higher education (= 2), one of both parents have a higher education (= 1), and both parents have no higher education (= 0).

**Parental income**

Baseline, maternal and paternal incomes were assessed using two questions with each eight response categories. These eight response categories reflected the annual income categories in
absolute Danish kroner. The lowest response reflects the lowest income and the highest response reflects the highest income. Parents were asked to place themselves in one of these eight categories according to their gross income. Maternal and paternal income were averaged and used as one continuous variable [27, 28].

**Demographic variables**

Children's gender and age at baseline were obtained via the child questionnaire.

Analyses were performed in R version 3.1.1. Statistical significance was defined at p<0.05 and a trend for statistical significance at p<0.10.

Four children had no TV or computer time data at baseline and follow-up yielding an analytic sample of 586 participants. From the 586 children, 211 had missing TV and computer time data at baseline or follow-up; eight participants missed baseline measurements and 203 participants dropped-out of the study. All participants with missing data missed both TV and computer time. Participants with complete versus incomplete data were compared on (1) sex, education, ethnicity and baseline computer use by means of a chi^2-test, (2) baseline age, BMI (based on self-reported height and weight) and income by means of an independent sample t-test and (3) baseline TV-viewing by means of a Mann-Whitney U test (since TV-viewing was positively skewed).

Our data had the following three-level hierarchical structure: repeated measures clustered within individuals and individuals clustered within schools. To take this structure into account, generalized linear mixed models (glmm) were used. Treating the repeated measures as clustered within participants has the advantage that all participants were retained in the analysis even if they missed a baseline or follow-up measurement of TV viewing/computer time (i.e., all available information is used). This is the recommended approach to analyze longitudinal data with missingness and implies that missingness can be ignored if all variables related to drop-out are included in the model [29]. The outcome 'TV viewing' was positively skewed and, therefore, a glmm with a gamma variance and log link function was fitted using the lme4-package [30]. Based on Akaike's Information Criterion such a model was preferred over a general linear mixed model (i.e. a Gaussian variance and identity link function). Exponentiated coefficients from a gamma model with log link function can be interpreted as proportional differences in TV viewing with a one-unit change in the independent variable. The outcome 'computer time' was an ordinal variable, therefore, an ordinal logistic regression mixed model was applied using the ordinal-package [31]. The resulting odds ratios represent the odds of belonging to a higher category of computer time with a one-unit change in the independent variable. For the dichotomous compliance with screen time guidelines variable, binomial logistic regression mixed models were applied.

For each outcome variable, four steps were applied to obtain a final model. First, a basic model was fitted including one of the three SES-indicators (parental education level, parental income, ethnicity), time, sex and age (three models per outcome). In a second step, all three SES-indicators were entered simultaneously into this basic model (one model per outcome). The estimates for the SES-indicators from these two steps can be interpreted as differences in the outcome after adjustment for time. In a third step, the interaction effects between time and one of the three SES-indicators were added separately to the model fitted in the second step (three models per outcome). A significant interaction effect indicated that the change in TV viewing or computer time or odds of excessive screen time differed according to SES-indicator. Fourth, to assess whether the observed changes according to educational level were independent of income (and vice versa), a model was fitted including the three-way interaction effect between time, education and income. Given the small
Results

Data were collected among 590 and 383 children at baseline and follow-up, respectively. Four children had no TV or computer time data at baseline and follow-up and 37 children had no information on one or more SES measures, yielding an analytic sample of 549 participants. From these 549 participants, 193 (35.2%) had missing TV and computer time data at baseline or follow-up. From these 193, eight participants missed baseline measurements and 185 participants missed follow-up measurements (dropped-out of the study). All participants with missing data missed both TV and computer time data. This implies that all statistical models included 905 ((549*2)-193) observations of TV/computer time obtained from 549 participants. Participants with complete versus incomplete TV/computer time data did not differ in age, sex, BMI, ethnicity, education and baseline TV and computer time. Those with incomplete TV/computer time data were from families with a significantly lower parental income (3.6±1.5) than those with complete data (4.1±1.4, t = -3.6, df = 547, p<0.001).

Descriptive characteristics of the final analytic sample are shown in Table 1. At baseline, the 549 children (47.0% boys) had a mean age of 9.6±0.4 years. Most children were white (93.4%).

The amount of TV viewing increased with 25% over time, which was found to be statistically significant (ExpB = 1.25, 95%CI = 1.04–1.50) (see Table 2). In the basic model, a significant relationship for educational level was observed. Children with two higher educated parents viewed 25% less television than children with no higher educated parent (ExpB = 0.75, 95%CI = 0.60–0.94) and one higher educated parent (ExpB = 0.75, 95%CI = 0.59–0.97). These relationships remained borderline significant (p = 0.05) in the model adjusted for the other SES-indicators. Ethnicity and parental income were not significantly related to TV viewing nor were there any significant interaction effects between the SES-indicators and time. The three-way interaction effect between time, education and income was also non-significant. These findings imply that TV-viewing increased over time independently of SES, but TV

| Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the sample (Baseline information, n = 549). |
|------------------------------------------|-----------------|
| Sex (%boys)                              | 47.0            |
| Age (M±SD)                               | 9.6 ± 0.4       |
| BMI (M±SD, kg/m²)                        | 17.3 ± 2.5      |
| Ethnicity (%non-white)                   | 6.6             |
| Parental education (%)                   |                 |
| No parent with higher education          | 48.5            |
| One parent with higher education         | 27.5            |
| Two parents with higher education        | 24.0            |
| Parental income (M±SD)                  | 3.9 ±1.4        |
| Screen time behaviors 1997 (n = 541)     | 2003 (n = 364)  |
| Television viewing school day (min/day; Med, Q1-Q3) | 60.0, 30–120 90.0, 30–150 |
| Computer time (%)                        |                 |
| No computer time                         | 30.8            |
| Less than one hour                       | 52.1            |
| One to two hours                         | 17.1            |
| More than two hours                      | 0.0             |
| Compliance with screen time guidelines (% exceeding 2 hrs/day) | 30.5 | 47.8 |

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203592.t001
viewing was lower across the two time points among children with two compared to no higher educated parents.

In the main effect models (step 1 and 2) computer time did not significantly change over time (OR = 1.13, 95%CI = 0.87–1.47). Furthermore, a significant relationship with ethnicity was observed; white children had 42% lower odds (OR = 0.58, 95%CI = 0.34–1.00) of being in a higher category of computer time than non-white children. No significant relationships with educational level and parental income were observed in step 1 and 2. However, a significant interaction effect between time and educational level was observed in step 3, but the three-way interaction effect between time, education and income was non-significant. The change in computer time among children with no higher educated parents was significantly different than the change among children with one or two higher educated parents (interaction effects: OR = 0.52, 95%CI = 0.28–0.97 and OR = 0.31, 95%CI = 0.16–0.59, respectively). Among children with no higher educated parents the odds of being in a higher category of computer time increased with 80% over time (OR = 1.80, 95%CI = 1.24–2.60). Among children with one higher educated parent no changes in computer time were observed over time (OR = 0.94, 95%CI = 0.57–1.54). Among children with two higher educated parents the odds of being in a

| Table 2. Evolution in TV viewing or computer time according to educational level, ethnicity and parental income. |
|--------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| TV viewing | Computer time | Compliance with screen time guidelines |
| Basic model¹ ExpB (95% CI) | Adjusted for other SES-indicators² ExpB (95% CI) | Basic model¹ OR (95% CI) | Adjusted for other SES-indicators² OR (95% CI) | Basic model¹ | Adjusted for other SES-indicators² |
| Time (ref. = 1997) | /¹ | 1.25 (1.04–1.50) /² | /³ | 1.13 (0.87–1.47) /³ | 2.36 (1.76–3.18) /³ |
| Educational level (ref. = no parent with higher education) | | | | |
| One parent with higher education | 1.00 (0.80–1.24) | 1.01 (0.81–1.26) | 1.01 (0.75–1.36) | 0.96 (0.70–1.31) | 1.01 (0.72–1.43) | 0.98 (0.69–1.40) |
| Two parents with higher education⁴ | 0.75 (0.60–0.94) /⁴ | 0.77 (0.59–1.00) /⁴ | 0.92 (0.67–1.27) | 0.85 (0.59–1.23) | 0.46 (0.31–0.68) /⁴ | 0.43 (0.27–0.68) /⁴ |
| Ethnicity (ref. = non-white) | 0.88 (0.61–1.27) | 0.92 (0.63–1.37) | 0.62 (0.37–1.04) /⁵ | 0.58 (0.34–1.00) /⁵ | 0.75 (0.41–1.38) | 0.79 (0.42–1.49) |
| Parental income | 0.95 (0.89–1.02) /⁴ | 0.99 (0.92–1.07) | 1.01 (0.92–1.11) | 1.06 (0.95–1.18) | 0.91 (0.82–1.02) | 1.04 (0.91–1.18) |

¹ p < 0.05; ⁴ p < 0.10

All models included 905 observations obtained from 549 participants in 25 schools.

ExpB = exponentiated regression coefficient of a generalized linear mixed model with gamma variance and log link function, represents the proportional difference in TV viewing with a one-unit change in the independent variable.

OR = odds ratio of an ordinal logistic mixed model, represents the odds of belonging to a higher category of computer time with a one-unit change in the independent variable.

CI = confidence interval
ref. = reference category
¹ Adjusted for gender and age (step 1).
² Adjusted for the two other SES-indicators, gender and age (step 2).
³ Estimates for time differed slightly between the three basic models (one for each SES indicator) and, therefore, no estimate was presented. The relationship of time was derived from the model adjusted for all SES indicators.
⁴ Compared to participants with one parent with higher education, those with two parents with higher education viewed 25% less television (Exp B = 0.75, 95% CI = 0.59–0.97). Compared to participants with one parent with higher education, those with two parents with higher education had 55% lower odds of exceeding screen time guidelines (OR = 0.45, 95%CI = 0.29–0.69).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0203592.t002
higher category of computer time decreased with 45% over time (OR = 0.55, 95%CI = 0.32–0.94).

The odds of exceeding the screen time guidelines increased significantly with 136% over time (OR = 2.36, 95%CI = 1.76–3.18) (see Table 2). A significant relationship for educational level was observed in the basic and the adjusted model. Children with two higher educated parents had 54% and 55% lower odds of exceeding the screen time guideline in comparison to children with no higher educated parent (OR = 0.46, 95%CI = 0.31–0.68) and one higher educated parent (OR = 0.45, 95%CI = 0.29–0.69). These relationships remained significant (p = 0.05) in the model adjusted for the other SES-indicators. Ethnicity and parental income were not significantly related to the odds of exceeding screen time guidelines nor were there any significant interaction effects between the SES-indicators and time. The three-way interaction effect between time, education and income was also non-significant. These findings imply that the odds of increasing the screen time guidelines increased over time independently of SES, but the odds for excessive screen time were lower across the two time points among children with two higher educated parents.

**Discussion**

Overall, the results indicate that SES was inversely related to screen-based activities in children, which means that a higher SES was associated with less time spent in screen-based activities. More specifically, parental education seemed to be the most influential SES-indicator with regard to children’s sedentary activities. At both time points, TV viewing and compliance with screen time guidelines were higher in children with no higher educated parents compared to children with two higher educated parents. This is in line with the results of the longitudinal study of Brodersen et al., although another SES-indicator (neighborhood SES) and only total screen time was used [19]. For computer time, no differences between the three categories of parental education were found at baseline but the changes over time were significantly different with a less favorable change for children with no higher educated parents. A possible explanation might be that higher educated parents expose their children to technology in a different way. For example, it might be possible that parents from educated backgrounds set limits when children watch TV or use the computer. Although children with no higher educated parents were in the least favorable position for TV viewing, computer time, as well as adoption of compliance with screen time guidelines, the different change over time shows that it is important to investigate changes in TV viewing, computer time, and compliance with screen time guidelines separately [15, 17, 18]. Indeed, the educational differences in TV viewing and compliance with screen time guidelines were already apparent at age nine whereas the differences in computer time occurred later. This suggests that intervening at different stages of childhood might be relevant in order to decrease specific screen time behaviors. Future research should specifically investigate the crucial moment at which to intervene in order to get the most optimal results for the different sedentary activities. Additionally, as media opportunities dramatically changed during the last decades, it should be investigated whether the current findings are still applicable for today’s media environment.

A possible mechanism for the inverse relationship between parental education and TV viewing is that a lower parental education is associated with lower parental modelling (i.e., showing a good example), less parental co-viewing, more chance to have a TV in the bedroom and to eat meals in front of the TV [32]. Furthermore, research showed that children’s screen time is influenced by parents’ parenting practices, i.e., practices to positively influence the child’s behavior (e.g., having parental rules), and that these parenting practices tend to differ
according to SES [33]. It might be possible that parenting practices mediate the relationship between (family) SES and children’s screen time, but up to now only few mediation studies have been conducted [34]. Therefore, future studies should consider the mediating effect of parenting practices on the association between SES and children’s screen time. In addition, factors such as parental modelling, parental co-viewing, the presence of a TV in the bedroom and eating meals in front of TV are of interest to be investigated in future longitudinal studies within this age group, looking at their mediating role in the association between SES and children’s screen time. In addition, it seems that the inverse association is only present (for TV viewing) or strongest (for computer use) when both parents have a higher education, which suggests that both parents’ educational level are important. For computer time, future studies should also investigate the specific mediators of the association between parental educational level and increases in computer time from childhood to adolescence.

Parental income did not significantly associate with TV viewing, computer time nor compliance with screen time guidelines. This might suggest that resources to buy screen-based devices are less relevant for sedentary activities. In low-income countries on the contrary, parental income seemed to be more influential than parental education [19]. These observed differences in associations between low- and high income countries (such as Denmark) might be explained by the fact that ownership of electronic devices and televisions are more determined by financial resources in low-income countries, which in turn could influence children’s screen time behavior. It should be noted that Denmark has a specific context which means that it performs well in many measures of well-being (e.g., work-life balance, social connections, environmental quality, civic engagement, education and skills, jobs and earnings, subjective well-being and personal security) compared to other countries [35]. Therefore, results from this study should be interpreted carefully.

We also found an association between ethnicity and computer time with non-white children having higher levels of computer time at baseline compared to white children. However, it must be acknowledged that ethnicity was roughly categorized into white and non-white children which means that it was not possible to distinguish between different specific ethnic groups. In addition, the current sample was highly skewed with the majority of children being white and only 7% of children being classified as non-white. Moreover, other studies have assessed ethnicity differently (e.g., ancestry, race), which makes it difficult to compare results across studies. However, our results support previous studies showing that non-white children have less favorable levels of sedentary behavior [19, 36, 37], which might be related to the fact that on average, European ethnic minorities live more often in lower SES neighborhoods, are lower educated and have lower income levels [24].

An important study strength is the longitudinal design in a relatively large sample which enabled us to investigate how sedentary behaviors changed over the years according to SES. Secondly, we used three different SES-indicators and two screen-based outcomes. However, to acquire in-depth insights into the association between SES and sedentary behavior, other indicators such as neighborhood SES and outcomes such as objectively measured sedentary behavior could also be included in future studies. There are also some limitations. First, since questionnaires were used to measure sedentary behavior, the data could be subjected to social desirability. However, only by using questionnaires, it is possible to include context-specific information on sedentary behavior. Second, the data included are relatively old and (the access to) screen devices (i.e., smartphones, tablets) and behaviors have changed since the data collection. Therefore, the interpretation of the current results might not be applicable for these new (mobile) screen devices. Future studies should include data collection regarding the use of smartphones and tablets in combination with the amount of TV viewing and computer time. Third, children were asked about the amount of time per day they spent on playing games or
using a computer. No distinction was however made between those two concepts, which means that we do not know whether the results found in this study are applicable for the separate concepts. Future studies should think about which specific sedentary activities to study and how this should be done. Fourth, sedentary time on a weekday and on an average day (including weekend days) can differ and the corresponding correlates may differ as well [38]. In the current manuscript, daily TV time was based on weekdays only (before and after school), while daily computer time was based on an average day (including week and weekend days). It is therefore possible that different time frames used for TV and computer time might have influenced associations with SES indicators.

Conclusion
Parental education was the most important SES determinant of both TV and computer use in children. In addition, ethnicity was the strongest predictor of computer time. A lower parental education leads to an increase of screen time behavior over time and screen time starts already at a higher level. Future interventions should target this important at-risk group.
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